Variables, Constants, and Controls
When it comes to conducting a scientific experiment there are three components that are very
important. They are variables, constants, and controls. Let’s take a look at each:






Variables – These are the aspects of the experiment that change. There are two types of variables:
dependent and independent.
o Dependent Variables – These are the variables that will change as a result of your tests. You
will not be changing these but you will be keeping track of them as they will often times
indicate the results you are looking for.
o Independent Variables – These are the variables that YOU will change in your experiment.
You should try to have only one independent variable at a time in your tests so you know for
certain that the results you are seeing are caused by the one change you made.
Constants – These are the conditions that will remain the same during your experiment. It’s
important to note what stayed the same in your experiment so you know that the results you are
seeing are not caused by these factors.
Controls – Many times people confuse “controls” and “constants.” This is for several reasons: they
both start with the letter “c” and they both deal with something staying the same. But in the case of
a control, this is a group that you are exposing to “normal” conditions. In your experimental group
you are changing an independent variable, but in the control group you are making no such change.
That way you can compare your experimental group and control group and know that the results
you are seeing are actually caused by the change in the independent variable. If you didn’t have a
control group you might think that something changed because of the independent variable when in
fact it was just because of other factors you hadn’t even noticed that were affecting everything.

Just so you remember: variables and constants are part of your experimental group (the group on which
you are testing). And the control is a separate group that is not being tested on but is still being
observed. If you see the same changes in your experimental and control groups it means that the
changes were not a result of your independent variable.
Try an activity here!

